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ABSTRACT  The interdecadal change in the relationship between the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and atmospheric circulation over the North Pacific is investigated using both observational data and an atmospheric general circulation model. There are two prominent modes of winter mid-latitude atmospheric variability in the North Pacific: the West Pacific (WP) teleconnection and the Aleutian Low (AL). The relationship between ENSO and the WP-AL patterns changed notably around the late 1970s. From 1957 to 1975, during the mature phase of ENSO, significant sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTAs) occurred, mainly in the equatorial eastern Pacific Ocean; the associated atmospheric circulation anomaly pattern resembles the negative phase of a WP teleconnection pattern. In contrast, for the 1978–2011 period, significant negative SSTAs were observed in the western and extratropical Pacific in both hemispheres, with some significant positive SSTAs appearing over the eastern Pacific. This is in agreement with the defined regions of a mega-ENSO, the associated atmospheric circulation anomaly pattern resembles the AL mode. Further analysis suggests that a negative–positive anomaly pattern in the 500 hPa geopotential height throughout the entire North Pacific, possibly enhanced by the SSTAs in the extratropical North Pacific associated with the mature phase of ENSO, is responsible for modulating the relationship between ENSO and the North Pacific atmospheric circulation.
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1 Introduction
Climate variability in the North Pacific has drawn considerable attention in recent years because of its impact on tropical and extratropical regions (Barlow, Nigam, & Berbery, 2001; Ceballos et al., 2009; Deser, Alexander, & Timlin, 1999; Graham, 1994; He, Wang, & Liu, 2013; Hsu & Wallace, 1985; Latif & Barnett, 1994, 1996; Oshika, Tachibana, & Nakamura, 2014). There are two dominant modes of atmospheric variability over the North Pacific. One is linked to changes in the Aleutian Low (AL; Trenberth & Hurrell, 1994), the other to the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO; Rogers, 1981; Walker & Bliss, 1932), with the upper-tropospheric...
geopotential height displaying the West Pacific (WP) teleconnection pattern (Linkin & Nigam, 2008; Wallace & Gutzler, 1981). The winter variability of the AL is associated with the Pacific–North American (PNA) teleconnection and the variability of the circulation around the Arctic as the Arctic Oscillation (Overland, Adams, & Bond, 1999). Its influence in the northern hemisphere is evident from the surface (Maslaniak, Serreze, & Barry, 1996) to the stratosphere (Kodera, Chiba, Kioide, Kitoh, & Nikaidou, 1996). Compared with the PNA pattern, the WP pattern has received little research attention, despite its significant influence on winter continental precipitation (Linkin & Nigam, 2008; Nigam, 2003). The negative phase of the WP pattern affects the East Asian monsoon and leads to abnormally cool temperatures over eastern Eurasia in the winter (Gong, Wang, & Zhu, 2001; Zhang et al., 2009).

The El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is one of the most important factors influencing the world climate. There are many studies on ENSO and its impacts on climate (Charney & Shukla, 1981; Chang, Zhang, & Li, 2000; Jin, Neelin, & Ghil, 1994; Neelin et al., 1998; Ropelewski & Halpert, 1986; Wang, Wu, & Fu, 2000, 2008; Wu & Li, 2008, 2009; Wu & Lin, 2012; Wu, Wang, Li, & Jin, 2009; Zhang et al., 1996 and many others). The association of ENSO with atmospheric circulation over the North Pacific has also been widely examined. Previous studies have shown that the boreal winter near-surface atmospheric circulation over the North and central Pacific influences the state of the tropical Pacific and initiates the development of ENSO events (Anderson et al., 2013; Anderson & Renellys, 2015). Conversely, the circulation over the North Pacific is also affected by tropical sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTAs). Bjerknes (1966, 1969) first noted that the AL tended to strengthen and shift southeastward during El Niño events. Trenberth and Hurrell (1994) found that the deepened AL during ENSO events resulted in a characteristic SSTA pattern that, on average, was enhanced through the effects of extratropical SSTAs themselves. Meanwhile, ENSO is also a well-known key factor in the long-term prediction of the WP pattern (Horel & Wallace, 1981; Kodera, 1998; Mo & Livezey, 1986; Oshika et al., 2014). Horel and Wallace (1981) showed that winter El Niño events are associated with the positive phase of the winter WP pattern.

There is evidence of a decade-long change in the North Pacific atmosphere and ocean beginning in the mid-1970s (Hanawa, Ishizaki, & Tanimoto, 1996; Overland et al., 1999; Trenberth, 1990; Trenberth & Hurrell, 1994). The oceanic change is characterized by cooling SSTAs in the central and western North Pacific and warming SSTAs in the eastern tropical Pacific (Deser, Alexander, & Timlin, 1996; Guilderson & Schrag, 1998; Trenberth, 1990). The atmospheric change includes an intensification and eastward shift of the AL (Graham, 1994; Trenberth, 1990; Trenberth & Hurrell, 1994). Such interdecadal changes of the ocean–atmosphere system could strongly affect the interannual relationship between tropical SSTAs and atmospheric circulation and further impact regional climate, such as the East Asian winter monsoon (Ding, Ha, & Li, 2010; He & Wang, 2013). Thus, understanding interdecadal changes in the relationship between ENSO and the WP pattern and the AL is of great importance for seasonal climate prediction. In addition, the possible physical mechanisms responsible for the interdecadal variability of the ENSO–North Pacific atmospheric circulation are unclear. We try to provide some explanations in this study. Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data, model, and experimental design. The distinctive ENSO-related atmospheric circulation anomalies between 1957–1975 and 1978–2011 are examined in Section 3. Section 4 compares the differences between the three-dimensional circulation structures associated with ENSO during these two epochs. In Section 5, the modulating effect of the extratropical North Pacific (XNP) SSTAs is discussed, and an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) is utilized to assess the mechanisms. The last section summarizes the paper.

2 Data, model, and experiments

The data used in this study include (i) monthly mean atmospheric fields from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration–Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (NOAA–CIRES) twentieth century reanalysis project for the period 1871–2012 (20th-RC; Compo, Whitaker, & Sardeshmukh, 2006, 2011; Whitaker, Compo, Wei, & Hamill, 2004). The 1871–2012 period is used to calculate the Aleutian Low index (ALI) and the West Pacific teleconnection index (WPI). The lack of sea surface temperature (SST) and sea level pressure (SLP) observations over East Asia in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (King, Alexander, & Donat, 2013; Wang et al., 2013) may affect our results (our study focuses on the 1957–2011 period); and (ii) monthly mean SST data from the Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature, version 3b (ERSST v3b; Smith, Reynolds, Peterson, & Lawrimore, 2008) dataset.

The definition of the WPI follows the description in Oshika et al. (2014). The time series of the first leading mode of the December, January, February (DJF) geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500) in the western Pacific region (20°N–80°N, 120°E–180°) is used as the WPI. The ALI is defined as the area-weighted SLP over the region 30°N–70°N, 155°E–130°W (He et al., 2013). The spatial patterns of the AL and WP modes at 500 hPa are shown in Fig. 1. The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index used in this study is constructed according to the definition given by Mantua, Hare, Zhang, Wallace, and Francis (1997), which is defined as the first leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) mode of the detrended monthly SSTAs over 20°–60°N, 120°E–120°W. Finally, the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) index is consistent with the definition given by Dai (2013), which is the second leading EOF of the three-year moving-average global SSTAs. To emphasize the interannual variability, we
removed the linear trends from the aforementioned datasets. The effective degree of freedom (DOF) is determined using the method outlined in Bretherton, Widmann, Dymnikov, Wallace, and Blade (1999).

\[ N^* = N[(1 - R_1 R_2)/(1 + R_1 R_2)], \]

where \( N^* \) is the effective sample size, \( N \) is the original sample size, \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the lag-1 autocorrelation coefficients of the two time series involved. Because the tropical Pacific SSTAs have experienced a notable interdecadal change in their connection with the winter WP pattern or AL during the past 55 years. The effective DOF of the WPI and ALI in the two sub-periods as well as for the entire period are calculated separately (Table 1). In the following, \( N^* = 0.78N \) is used for all indices such that the significance test is more strict for each variable.

The numerical experiments were performed with an AGCM, the 5th generation European Centre–Max Plank Institute model (ECHAM), v5.4 (Roedeker et al., 2003). We used T63L19; this version features a horizontal resolution of 1.875° and 19 vertical levels. The SST forcing fields were derived from the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) II SST and sea-ice concentration boundary conditions. Four experiments were designed. First, a control experiment was run in which AMIP II time-varying historical SSTs were used; the simulation was continually integrated for 10 years from 1966 to 1975, and the results from the last 8 years (31 December 1967 to 28 February 1975) were used as the samples. Then, the SSTA sensitivity experiments were run, for which observational SSTAs were added to the DJF historical SSTS, and the simulations were integrated from 31 October to 28 February of the following year with the initial conditions taken from the control experiment. The first sensitivity experiment was forced by the DJF historical SSTs plus the DJF SST differences between the warm (normalized Niño 3.4 index greater than 0.5) and cold (normalized Niño 3.4 index less than 0.5) ENSOs for the 1978–2011 period. We imposed such mega-ENSO type SSTAs over the region 0°–360°E, 40°S–60°N to mimic the coupled effect of XNP and eastern equatorial Pacific SSTAs. The second sensitivity experiment was similar to the first one, but we removed the SSTAs in the extratropical Pacific against the background of a mega-ENSO (0°–360°E, 15°S–15°N), which could eliminate the diabatic heating effect of the XNP forcing. In the third sensitivity experiment, we restricted the SSTAs forcing in the XNP (120°–210°E, 15°–40°N) to mimic the effect of the local negative SSTAs. Last, an eight-member ensemble (arithmetic) mean was constructed to reduce the uncertainties arising from differing initial conditions and the effect of the ENSO years. Here, the control run can be regarded as an ENSO-neutral condition and the sensitivity run as the influence of a mega-ENSO, conventional ENSO, or XNP SSTAs.

### 3 Interdecadal changes in the relationship between ENSO and the WP-AL patterns

In Fig. 2a, the 21-year sliding correlations of the Niño 3.4 index with the ALI and WPI show that the ENSO–WP and ENSO–AL are out of phase during the 1930–2011 period. There is a pronounced change in the correlations during the mid-1950s and mid-1970s. This is in agreement with He et al. (2013) and Wang and Kumar (2015), who found a change in the relationship between ENSO and the Asia/North America–Pacific mid-latitude winter atmospheric circulation during the mid-1970s. The temporal correlation coefficients among each index for the different periods are listed in Table 2. The ALI and the WPI are weakly correlated during each epoch, indicating that they are probably independent atmospheric systems. It should be noted that King et al. (2013) and Wang et al. (2013) mentioned that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the lack of SST and SLP observations over East Asia may affect the results, so we contrasted the DJF Z500 anomaly responses with ENSO for the 1930–1950 and 1957–2009 periods by using the NOAA–CIRES long-term dataset (20th-CR, 1871–2012, 2° × 2°) and the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 20-year reanalysis dataset (ERA-20C, 1900–2010, 2° × 2°) (figure not shown). It shows that there is a
high structural comparability between the two datasets from 1957 to 2011. But for the 1930–1950 period, substantial differences exist in eastern Russia and northeastern China (40°–70°N, 90°–140°E). Because of existing uncertainties in the datasets from the 1930s to the 1940s, we focus on the interdecadal variability of the ENSO–North Pacific atmospheric circulation for the 1957–2011 period (Fig. 2b). In the following section, two subperiods are discussed separately. One subperiod is defined from 1957 to 1975 (P1) and the other from 1978 to 2011 (P2). The first is regarded as the ENSO–WP coupling epoch and the latter as the ENSO–AL coupling epoch.

### Table 2. Correlation coefficients among the Niño 3.4 index, WPI, and ALI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Niño 3.4</th>
<th>WPI</th>
<th>ALI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1930–1950</td>
<td>Niño 3.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WPI</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>-0.46*</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957–1975</td>
<td>Niño 3.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.62*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WPI</td>
<td>-0.62*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978–2011</td>
<td>Niño 3.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WPI</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>-0.61*</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957–2011</td>
<td>Niño 3.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.32*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WPI</td>
<td>0.32*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>0.51*</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Indicates that the correlation coefficients exceed the 95% confidence level based on a Student’s t-test.

If the 1957–2011 period is divided into two epochs around 1976/1977, the simultaneous SSTAs related to the WPI (ALI) clearly exhibit an ENSO-like pattern during P1 (P2) (Fig. 3a and 3d). The spatial pattern in Fig. 3d displays an anomalous eastern tropical Pacific warm and western-extratropical Pacific cold structure, which resembles the spatial pattern of a mega-ENSO. A mega-ENSO is defined as the difference between the averaged SST in the WP K-shaped area and the eastern Pacific triangle area (using averaged K-shaped SST minus averaged triangle SST; the regions are outlined by the red lines in Fig. 4; Wang et al., 2013). The magnitude and patterns of ENSO-related tropical SSTAs vary between individual El Niño and La Niña episodes (Trenberth & Smith, 2009), and all ENSO episodes are accompanied by an anomalous zonal SST gradient over the west and the residual tropical Pacific Ocean (Hoell & Funk, 2013). A mega-ENSO, as a newly defined ENSO-related pattern, reflects not only the zonal SST gradient over the west–east tropical Pacific Ocean but also the meridional SST gradient over the tropical and extratropical Pacific Ocean. This has garnered attention from the scientific community (Kim & Ha, 2015; Wu & Yu, 2015; Wu & Zhang, 2014). The spatiotemporal patterns of a mega-ENSO are shown in Fig. 4. The pattern correlation coefficient (PCC) between Fig. 3d and Fig. 4 reaches −0.94 (−0.91 for Fig. 3d and the ENSO SST pattern) in the oceanic region, indicating that the SSA pattern in Fig. 3d can explain around 89% (83%) of a mega-ENSO (conventional ENSO) signal. The PCC between Fig. 3a and Fig. 4 is −0.82 (−0.91 for Fig. 3a and the ENSO SST pattern), indicating that the SSA pattern in Fig. 3a can only explain around 67% (83%) of the mega-ENSO (conventional ENSO) signal. However, the PCC is greatly reduced between ENSO and the WP-related SSA pattern in P2 (Fig. 3b, PCC = −0.47). This is also the case for the correlation between ENSO and the ALI in P1 (Fig. 3c, PCC = −0.4), suggesting that the SSA pattern in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c can only explain approximately 22% and 16% of the ENSO signal.

The above analysis and evidence suggest that there has been a noticeable change in the linkage between the North Pacific atmospheric circulation and ENSO during the past 55 winters. To understand the origin of such interdecadal change, the spatial structure related to Niño 3.4 during the two epochs will be examined in the following sections.

### 4 Contrasting spatial structures of ENSO in two epochs

Figure 5 compares the large-scale Z500 anomalies associated with ENSO during the two epochs. In general, the Z500 anomalies are symmetric about the equator in the tropical zone during the two epochs. The major difference occurs in the mid-latitude North Pacific. In P1 (Fig. 5a), there is a pattern similar to the negative phase of the WP pattern over the North Pacific, with significant positive height anomalies over Kyushu and negative height anomalies over the Kamchatka Peninsula and the western coast of North America. In P2 (Fig. 5b), the positive height anomalies over Kyushu...
disappear. Instead, there is a deeper anomalous low over the Aleutian Islands and Gulf of Alaska. We also used the PDO and IPO indices regressed to the Z500 anomalies in both epochs and found that there is no significant difference. Thus, the PDO and IPO may not be key factors leading to interdecadal variations in the WP and AL patterns.

To explore the possible origin of the differences in the circulation, the SSTAs associated with ENSO in the two epochs are compared (Fig. 6). In both epochs, significant positive SSTAs are located over the equatorial eastern Pacific Ocean. But during P2 (Fig. 6b), the SSTAs in the Pacific are out of

---

**Fig. 3** 1957–1975 and 1978–2011 DJF SSTA (contour intervals are 0.2 K) pattern regressed against (a) and (b) the WPI and (c) and (d) the ALI. Values in the shaded areas exceed the 90% confidence level.

**Fig. 4** (a) Time series of the normalized mega-ENSO index in DJF for the 1957–2011 period. (b) DJF SSTA regressed against the mega-ENSO index (contour intervals are 0.2 K). The shaded areas exceed the 95% confidence level based on a Student’s t-test. The red lines outline the eastern Pacific triangle and WP K-shaped regions where the mega-ENSO index is defined.

**Fig. 5** The DJF Z500 (contour intervals are 8 gpm) pattern regressed against the Niño 3.4 index for (a) the 1957–1975 and (b) the 1978–2011 periods. Values in the shaded areas exceed the 95% confidence level.
phase in the east–west direction, which resembles an ENSO pattern but with larger spatial ranges into the extratropical latitudes. As proposed by Wang et al. (2013), the SSTA pattern across the Pacific during P2 is similar to the spatial structure of a mega-ENSO. A major difference between the two epochs lies in the extratropical Pacific (Fig. 6c). In this study, we pay more attention to the XNP region (area outlined in purple in Fig. 6). During P2, significant negative SSTAs usually emerge in the XNP region during a warm ENSO winter (Fig. 6b), but the positive SSTAs in the western XNP are more significant during P1 (Fig. 6a) than those during P2. If the SSTAs averaged within the boxed area (130°E–150°W, 15°–40°N) is defined as an XNP index (XNPI).

Figure 7 shows the difference in climatological SSTs between these two epochs for SON and DJF. The patterns with significant SST differences over the North Pacific (Figs 7a and 7b) are similar. The region with significant SSTAs in DJF, however, is larger than that in SON. However, the east–west dipole SSTA pattern in the outlined region is not in agreement with Fig. 6c. From Figs 6 and 7, we may speculate that the change in the XNP SSTAs from P1 to P2 may not be caused by the conversion of climatological SSTs but by the interdecadal change in ENSO. The ENSO-related SSTA structure in the Pacific Ocean shows a pattern resembling a mega-ENSO in P2 but a conventional ENSO pattern in P1. Next, we will discuss the modulating effect of XNP SSTAs.

5 The modulating effect of the XNP and numerical experiments

a The modulating effect of the XNP

The relationship between XNPI and Pacific SSTAs in P1 and P2 is depicted in Fig. 8. During P2 (Fig. 8b), significant negative SSTAs are observed over the western and
extratropical Pacific in both hemispheres, with certain significant positive SSTAs appearing over the eastern Pacific. This is in agreement with the defined regions of a mega-ENSO (shown in Fig. 4b). In contrast to P2, there is no significant SSTA pattern resembling ENSO appearing in P1, although the XNP SSTA pattern still exists (Fig. 8a). These conditions reflect the fact that the XNP had a synergistic effect with the tropical eastern Pacific from 1978 to 2011. Such a relationship is not obvious in the years before 1975. Thus, 1957–1975 can be considered as a conventional ENSO forcing period and 1979–2012 as a mega-ENSO forcing period. Next, the Z500 anomalies are regressed against XNPI (Fig. 9) to examine the effect of the XNP SSTAs, which show a pattern of Z500 anomalies similar to an AL and are also similar to the spatial pattern in the Fig. 5b (PCC = 0.9, in the region 20°–80°N, 180°–120°W). In order to examine whether XNP SSTAs could exert an effect without ENSO, a partial-regression approach was used to remove the ENSO signal from XNP (Fig. 10). Compared with Fig. 9, no significant Z500 anomaly exists over the tropical region. The significant negative anomalies stretch from the mid-latitude eastern Pacific as far westward as East Asia; the significant positive anomalies shift southwestward and become located over eastern Siberia. In general, corresponding to the negative XNP SSTAs, the Z500 anomaly over the western North Pacific exhibits a pattern similar to the positive phase of the WP pattern, which is opposite to that in Fig. 5a (PCC = −0.83, in the region 20°–80°N, 120°E–180°).

The results presented above indicate that, during the 1978–2011 period, the leading mode of North Pacific circulation variability, conventionally defined as the AL, may owe its existence to a superposition of two patterns. A negative–positive dipole Z500 anomaly mode, which is associated with the negative XNP SSTAs, located over mid- and high-latitude regions and throughout the entire North Pacific Ocean. The dipole mode projects upon the tropical forced negative phase of the WP signature, resulting in the generation of the AL. Thus, the AL during P2 may be a reflection of a tropical–extratropical (equatorial eastern Pacific–XNP) SSTA coupling effect. Specifically, during a warm conventional ENSO event, a negative phase of the WP pattern and a weak anomalous low would appear over the western and eastern North Pacific separately (Figs 5a and 6a). Accompanied by the significant negative SSTAs appearing in the XNP region, the SSTA pattern across the Pacific is similar to the spatial structure of a mega-ENSO (Fig. 6b). Because of the previously mentioned superposition, the negative–positive dipole Z500 anomaly mode would balance the negative phase of the WP pattern, resulting in WP-neutral Z500 anomalies over the western North Pacific. On the other hand, the significant negative anomalies are superimposed on the weak anomalous low over the eastern Pacific, which results in an enhanced anomalous AL pattern.

b Numerical experiments

Diverse results have been produced by many studies, and no conclusive relationship has been recognized between extratropical SSTs and atmospheric circulation (e.g., Lau & Nath, 1990, 1996; Peng, Robinson, & Hoerling, 1997; Ting & Wang, 1997). Some studies have pointed out that the variability of extratropical North Pacific SSTs is a response to the overlying atmosphere, while others have indicated that the SSTs can force, or at least provide feedback to, the atmospheric circulation. As Robinson (2000) claimed, the atmospheric response to extratropical SSTAs is weak but not negligible.

The regression analysis does not infer any cause-and-effect relationship between the extratropical circulation and XNP SSTAs. To verify whether the underlying XNP SSTAs can force the atmospheric circulation or not and to elucidate the different impacts of conventional ENSO-like and mega-ENSO-like SSTAs on the teleconnections over the North Pacific, we performed the following numerical experiments with the ECHAM5.4 model. The details of the design of the experiments can be seen in Section 2.

The model responses of Z500 and the wind at 1000 hPa (UV1000) to mega-ENSO SSTA forcing are shown in Fig. 11a (mega-ENSO forcing minus control run). Affected by negative SSTAs in the XNP region and positive SSTAs in the equatorial eastern Pacific, the westerly flow is reinforced over the XNP region and a negative anomaly centre similar to the AL is located over the Gulf of Alaska and the Aleutian...
Islands. This is similar to observations (Fig. 5b and wind field in Fig. 6b). However, when forced by a conventional ENSO (without XNP SSTAs), the westerly flow moved northward while the low pressure in the Aleutian region extended westward. A Z500 anomaly similar to the WP pattern appeared over the western North Pacific (Fig. 11b), which is similar to the spatial pattern shown in Fig. 5a and the wind field pattern in Fig. 6a. In agreement with observations (Fig. 10b), the Z500 anomaly pattern in Fig. 11c is similar to the positive phase of the WP pattern with high pressure anomalies located over the high-latitude western North Pacific region and low-pressure anomalies over mid-latitudes in response to the negative XNP SSTA forcing. Over the eastern North Pacific, there is a small difference between the observations and simulation. Comparing Fig. 11c with Fig. 10, an anomalous high appears instead of the anomalous low. The reason for this needs further study. But the present modelling results are in good agreement with the observational results derived before. When mega-ENSO type SSTAs are seen in the Pacific Ocean, the negative XNP SSTA would excite a negative–positive dipole Z500 anomaly mode. The dipole mode could balance out the negative phase of the WP, which is associated with the conventional ENSO, resulting in a WP-neutral Z500 anomaly pattern over the western North Pacific and an anomalous pattern over the eastern North Pacific similar to the AL.

6 Conclusions and discussion

This study compares the correlation between ENSO and North Pacific atmospheric circulation during boreal winters between 1958–1975 and 1978–2011. We found that the connection between ENSO and the WP and AL patterns has experienced a notable interdecadal change. During the 1957–1975 period, in the mature phase of ENSO, significant SSTAs occurred mainly in the equatorial eastern Pacific Ocean and the associated atmospheric circulation anomalies resembled the negative phase of the WP pattern. In contrast, for the 1978–2011 period, significant negative SSTAs were observed over the western and extratropical Pacific in both hemispheres, with certain significant positive SSTAs appearing over the eastern Pacific. This is in agreement with the defined regions of a mega-ENSO. The accompanying atmospheric circulation pattern shows a significant anomalous pattern similar to the AL rather than the WP pattern over the North Pacific.

Lau and Nath (1990) and Alexander, Lau, and Scott (2004) suggested that the extratropical northwestern Pacific SSTAs associated with ENSO events are forced by the atmosphere rather than vice versa. However, Zhang et al. (1996) found that the dominant patterns in the extratropical atmosphere and SSTs were still strongly coupled even without the influence of ENSO, which implies that the extratropical northwestern Pacific SSTAs can be independent of the ENSO-related atmospheric anomalies. Wu and Lin (2012) also found that a poleward-propagating Rossby wavetrain, possibly enhanced by SSTAs in the extratropical North Pacific associated with the developing phases of ENSO, is responsible for connecting the ENSO signal with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). Both observational and modelling analyses in this study further confirm that the negative XNP SSTAs can excite a negative–positive dipole Z500 anomaly mode that would balance the negative phase of WP related to a conventional ENSO, resulting in WP-neutral Z500 anomalies over the western North Pacific and an anomalous AL-like pattern over the eastern North Pacific. But such interdecadal changes in the relationship between tropical and extratropical SSTAs and the North Pacific atmospheric circulation cannot be detected by using either the PDO or IPO indices. Thus, ENSO, rather than the PDO or IPO, is the key factor responsible for the interdecadal variation of the WP pattern and the AL.

It should be pointed out that the XNP SSTAs are not simply associated with ENSO. Although the correlation coefficient between ENSO and the XNP index reaches −0.45, ENSO can only explain 20% of the total XNP SST variance. For instance, XNP SSTAs are also related to extratropical North Atlantic SSTAs (area outlined in red in Fig. 12). Some studies have also found that Atlantic SSTAs influence the
Pacific Ocean. Ham, Kug, Park, and Jin (2013) pointed out that tropical North Atlantic SSTs could be seen as a trigger for ENSO events. The off-equatorial North Atlantic SSTAs were linked to both North Atlantic variability (Okumura, Xie, Numaguti, & Tanimoto, 2001; Watanabe & Kimoto, 1999) and ENSO (Alexander & Scott, 2002; Klein, Soden, & Lau, 1999). Thus, whether Atlantic SSTAs affect the XNP directly or through ENSO is still unknown, and determining the origin of XNP SSTAs requires further theoretical and numerical studies.

Last but not least, many studies have pointed out that ENSO is still the most predictable climatic signal (Cheng, Tang, & Chen, 2011; Kirtman & Schopf, 1998) and numerical studies. The off-equatorial North Atlantic SSTAs were linked to both North Atlantic variability (Okumura, Xie, Numaguti, & Tanimoto, 2001; Watanabe & Kimoto, 1999) and ENSO (Alexander & Scott, 2002; Klein, Soden, & Lau, 1999). Thus, whether Atlantic SSTAs affect the XNP directly or through ENSO is still unknown, and determining the origin of XNP SSTAs requires further theoretical and numerical studies.

Last but not least, many studies have pointed out that ENSO is still the most predictable climatic signal (Cheng, Tang, & Chen, 2011; Kirtman & Schopf, 1998) and numerical studies. The off-equatorial North Atlantic SSTAs were linked to both North Atlantic variability (Okumura, Xie, Numaguti, & Tanimoto, 2001; Watanabe & Kimoto, 1999) and ENSO (Alexander & Scott, 2002; Klein, Soden, & Lau, 1999). Thus, whether Atlantic SSTAs affect the XNP directly or through ENSO is still unknown, and determining the origin of XNP SSTAs requires further theoretical and numerical studies.

Fig. 12 (a) DJF, (b) SON, and (c) JJA SSTAs (contour intervals are 0.1 K) regressed against XNPI. Values in the shaded areas exceed the 95% confidence level. The area outlined in red indicates the extratropical North Atlantic SSTAs.
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